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Principles of Plant Breeding 1999-05-10 die pflanzenzucht enthält elemente individueller und kultureller selektion ein prozeß den die langerwartete zweite auflage hinsichtlich sowohl einzelner pflanzen als auch kompletter

populationen unter die lupe nimmt im zuge der aktualisierung des stoffes wurden neue themen aufgenommen moderne gewebekulturtechniken molekularbiologische verfahren aspekte der wechselwirkung zwischen natürlicher

und menschlicher selektion und zwischen genotyp und umwelt sowie eine reihe von techniken zur ertragssteigerung in ungünstigen anbaugebieten 05 99

Principles of Plant Breeding 1960 plant breeding reviews presents state of the art reviews on plant genetics and the breeding of all types of crops by both traditional means and molecular methods many of the crops widely

grown today stem from a very narrow genetic base understanding and preserving crop genetic resources is vital to the security of food systems worldwide the emphasis of the series is on methodology a fundamental

understanding of crop genetics and applications to major crops it is a serial title that appears in the form of one or two volumes per year

Plant Breeding Reviews, Volume 12 1994-08-16 a comprehensive compilation of genetic and breeding information from more than 1 000 sources on the 10 southern pine species major topics include species descriptions factors

of flowering and seed production methods of vegetative propagation traits of interspecific hybrids and geographic racial stand and tree to tree variation practical and detailed information is provided on various techniques and

problems associated with creative breeding and seed production

The Genetics and Breeding of Southern Pines 1976 the oil palm is a remarkable crop producing around 40 of the world s vegetable oil from around 6 of the land devoted to oil crops conventional breeding has clearly been the

major focus of genetic improvement in this crop a mix of improved agronomy and management coupled with breeding selection have quadrupled the oil yield of the crop since breeding began in earnest in the 1920s however as

for all perennial crops with long breeding cycles oil palm faces immense challenges in the coming years with increased pressure from population growth climate change and the need to develop environmentally sustainable oil

palm plantations in oil palm breeding genetics and genomics world leading organizations and individuals who have been at the forefront of developments in this crop provide their insights and experiences of oil palm research

while examining the different challenges that face the future of the oil palm the editors have all been involved in research and breeding of oil palm for many years and use their knowledge of the crop and their disciplinary

expertise to provide context and to introduce the different research topics covered

Oil Palm Breeding 2017-08-14 the basic concept of this book is to examine the use of innovative methods augmenting traditional plant breeding towards the development of new crop varieties under different environmental

conditions to achieve sustainable food production this book consists of two volumes volume 1 subtitled breeding biotechnology and molecular tools and volume 2 subtitled agronomic abiotic and biotic stress traits this is volume 1

which consists of 21 chapters covering domestication and germplasm utilization conventional breeding techniques and the role of biotechnology in addition to various biotechnological applications in plant breeding it includes

functional genomics mutations and methods of detection and molecular markers in vitro techniques and their applications in plant breeding are discussed with an emphasis on embryo rescue somatic cell hybridization and

somaclonal variation other chapters cover haploid breeding transgenics cryogenics and bioinformatics

Advances in Plant Breeding Strategies: Breeding, Biotechnology and Molecular Tools 2016-02-02 the purpose of this book is to examine the nature of and relationship between the knowledge of farmers and of scientists and how

these can be best integrated in plant breeding

Farmers, Scientists, and Plant Breeding 2002-01-01 the book describes the history of brassica oilseed crops introduces the brassica genome its evolution diversity classical genetic studies and breeding it also delves into

molecular genetic linkage and physical maps progress with genome sequencing initiatives mutagenesis approaches for trait improvement proteomics metabolomics and bioinfo

Genetics, Genomics and Breeding of Oilseed Brassicas 2011-09-13 plant breeding and cultivar development features an optimal balance between classical and modern tools and techniques related to plant breeding written for a

global audience and based on the extensive international experience of the authors the book features pertinent examples from major and minor world crops advanced data analytics machine learning phenomics and artificial

intelligence are explored in the book s 28 chapters that cover classical and modern plant breeding by presenting these advancements in specific detail private and public sector breeding programs will learn about new effective
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and efficient implementation the insights are clear enough that non plant breeding majoring students will find it useful to learn about the subject while advanced level students and researchers and practitioners will find practical

examples that help them implement their work bridges the gap between conventional breeding practices and state of the art technologies provides real world case studies of a wide range of plant breeding techniques and

practices combines insights from genetics genomics breeding science statistics computer science and engineering for crop improvement and cultivar development

Plant Breeding and Cultivar Development 2021-01-21 covering traditional and emerging breeding procedures this book explores the scientific bases and details of breeding plants it puts a special emphasis on the further

refinements possible in the light of the latest developments in molecular biology specific breeding methods in self and cross pollinated crops their genetic basis and scope of further refinements concepts and techniques of tissue

culture molecular biology and production of transgenic plants commonly used experimental designs in plant breeding seed production and implications of plant breeder s rights are other highlights

Principles and Procedures of Plant Breeding 2002 in this book we bring together the most up to date information on developments both basic and applied that already have or are expected to impact the field of ornamental

breeding these include classical and molecular techniques traditional and high throughput approaches and future trends since not only professional scientists but also thousands of future scientists students as well as amateur

breeders around the world contribute heavily to the field of ornamental breeding an introductory section dealing with the basics of molecular and classical genetics and the evolution of floral diversity is included this should enable

the reader to bridge the gap between traditional and molecular genetics classical approaches to the creation selection of genetic variability including mutation and tissue culture aided breeding are presented processes affecting

ornamental and agronomic traits at the molecular level are delineated along with an in depth analysis of developments in the protection of intellectual property rights the thoughts and strategies of molecular and classical

geneticists which are not always complementary or even compatible are presented side by side in this book and will serve to spark the imaginations of breeders as well as students entering the exciting world of state of the art

ornamentals

Breeding For Ornamentals: Classical and Molecular Approaches 2013-04-17 quantitative genetics and selection in plant breeding

New Rootstocks for Fruit Crops: Breeding Programs, Current Use, Future Potential, Challenges and Alternative Strategies 2022-06-06 set includes revised editions of some issues

Quantitative Genetics and Selection in Plant Breeding 2010-10-06 prosiding ini memuat sejumlah abstrak dan makalah yang disajikan dalam celebes international conference on diversity of wallacea s line cicdwl 2015

mengusung tema sustainable management of geological biological and cultural diversities of wallacea s line toward a millennium era seminar ini diselenggarakan di kendari pada 8 10 mei 2015

Agriculture Handbook 1949 while there has been great progress in the development of plant breeding over the last decade the selection of suitable plants for human consumption began over 13 000 years ago since the neolithic

era the cultivation of plants has progressed in asia minor asia europe and ancient america each specific to the locally wild plants as well as the ecological and social conditions a handy reference for knowing our past

understanding the present and creating the future this book provides a comprehensive treatment of the development of crop improvement methods over the centuries it features an extensive historical treatment of development

including influential individuals in the field plant cultivation in various regions techniques used in the old world and cropping in ancient america the advances of scientific plant breeding in the twentieth century is extensively

explored including efficient selection methods hybrid breeding induced polyploidy mutation research biotechnology and genetic manipulation finally this book presents information on approaches to the sustainability of breeding

and to cope with climatic changes as well as the growing world population

Tropical Yams and Their Potential 1976 this text discusses a wide range of print and electronic media to locate hard to find documents navigate poorly indexed subjects and investigate specific research topics and subcategories

it includes a chapter on grey and extension literature covering technical reports and international issues

University Bulletin 1973 this volume consists of papers written by evolutionary molecular and organismal biologists geneticists ecologists behavioural ecologists morphologists mathematicians theoreticians and experimentalists in

honour of professor eviatar eibi nevo on the occasion of his seventieth birthday the contributors are only a small subset of eibi s many friends collaborators and students not that one can distinguish these categories among eibi s
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colleagues his widespread influence and activity both in israel and more generally as a leading evolutionary biologist is indicated by his many co authors on books and papers and by his many students integrated in teaching and

research this volume presents some of the most recent dramatic results of molecular genomic and organismal evolutionary processes it represents analyses experiments observations reviews discussions and forecasts of

evolutionary theory comprising both novel methods and results reanalyzed and reviewed data sets based on comparative experimental and theoretical studies utilizing model organisms across phylogeny including bacteria fungi

plants animals and humans it elucidates the revolution in molecular biology that ushered in our understanding of the evolutionary process over time and space the topics discussed include major problems of evolutionary theory

concerning origins phylogeny relative importance of evolutionary forces structure and function adaptation and speciation in space and time in changing and stressful environments a major emerging generalization is the

nonrandomness of genome structure highlighting the importance of natural selection as a major organizing evolutionary force not only at the phenotypic level but most importantly at the interlinked genotypic molecular level the

integration between the molecular and organismal levels unifies life which is subjected to the mechanism of natural selection as a major orienting evolutionary force

Proceeding Celebes International Conference on Diversity of Wallacea’s Line (CICDWL 2015) 2015-10-30 from the international symposium on population genetics and germplasm resources in crop improvement held august

1988 at u cal davis twenty one contributions are grouped into three broad sections which consider the kinds and amounts of genetic diversity found in plant species at the protein and dna levels the structure of genetic variation

and the evolutionary processes that shape genetic diversity and applications in forestry crop improvement and the conservation and use of crop genetic resources cloth edition unseen 60 annotation copyrighted by book news inc

portland or

History of Plant Breeding 2017-12-15 your all in one guide to corn this book provides practical advice on planting techniques and rates seed production treating plant diseases insect infestation and weeds harvesting processing

and worldwide utilization this is the fourth and final volume in the series of comprehensive references on the major crops of the world covers new biotechnology techniques for plant breeding and pest management provides

practical advice on planting techniques and rates seed production treating plant diseases insect infestation and weeds harvesting processing and worldwide utilization

Using the Agricultural, Environmental, and Food Literature 2002-07-17 first published in 2002 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Evolutionary Theory and Processes: Modern Perspectives 2012-12-06 this book now in its second edition provides researchers and operators a complete description of all aspects regarding the wild ancestor of sugar beet the

possibility of crossing modern crops with the ancestors from which they are derived in order to recover some traits lost through domestication is increasingly attracting interest the selective process implemented by the first

growers led to the elimination of features not considered useful at the time yet some of these lost traits have now become very important in fact in many areas sugar beet cultivation would now be impossible without the transfer

of some genetic resistances from beta maritima the crop s ancestor moreover the isolation of such traits is becoming increasingly critical with regard to current and future environmental and economic considerations on e g the

use of pesticides this second edition replaces certain photographs and has been updated to reflect the latest advances and findings one chapter and several sections have been rewritten and significant revisions have been

made throughout the text the new techniques provide breeders with massively improved analytical means for the safest and fastest selection procedures not only will these techniques allow beta maritima to take on a far greater

role as a source of favorable traits the relative ease with which these characteristics can be transferred will also make it possible to use the germplasm of the whole genus beta and patellifolia which to date has been highly

complex if not impossible due to the difficulties of hybridization

Plant Population Genetics, Breeding, and Genetic Resources 1990 advances in genetics

Corn 2004-03-08 agricultural revolutions 3

Research Awards Index 1970 find out how biotechnology can produce more nutritious fruits and vegetables more colorful flowers and grass that needs less water and mowing plant biotechnology in ornamental horticulture

presents an in depth overview of the key scientific and technical advances issues and challenges in one of the fastest growing segments of the agriculture industry this comprehensive book covers 19 different topics related to
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the use of transgenic plant technology to improve ornamental plants ranging from metabolic engineering of flower color and scent to improving cold drought and disease tolerance in horticultural and ornamental crops to the

economics of horticultural biotechnology horticulture provides color and flavor to the foods we eat and variety to the products we use and helps us sustain a healthy environment plant biotechnology in ornamental horticulture

examines the importance of biotechnology in cultivating garden crops including fruits vegetables flowers and ornamentals such as plants used for landscaping by reducing pesticide use reducing soil erosion and developing

plants with improved nutrition leading educators and horticultural professionals address important current and future topics including micropropagation and regeneration the use of molecular techniques for genetic improvement

molecular assisted breeding abiotic stress the development of disease resistance protection from insects herbicide tolerance controlled flowering modifying color and fragrance plant architecture and senescence plant

biotechnology in ornamental horticulture examines ornamental plant transformation molecular phylogeny drought response and drought tolerance engineering transgenic approaches to viral bacterial and fungal disease resistance

vegetable propagation by cuttings the promotion of flowering molecular aspects of leaf morphogenesis transgenic manipulation controlling invasive plants plant hormones including ethylene gibberellins gas auxin cytokinin and

abscisic acid aba and much more plant biotechnology in ornamental horticulture is essential reading for plant breeders physiologists agronomists molecular biologists cropping system specialists as well as for educators and

students involved in horticulture

Research Grants Index 2003-12-16 the biology of crop productivity attempts to reassess and restate what is known about the biology underlying crop productivity the prime question which this volume attempts to address is what

is known about the biology of crop productivity from a range of diverse biological disciplines and what needs to be known is it possible to formulate the important biological questions can we begin to discern the biological

mechanisms and limitations which underline crop production this volume is certainly not an all inclusive survey it attempts to supplement and explicate material presented in other volumes the volume is organized into five broad

areas the first deals with various interactions of plants and their environments the second deals with the interactions of plants with other organisms the third treats some aspects of the internal organization of plants the fourth

examines genetic manipulations utilizing plant materials and the fifth outlines a perspective for future research efforts this volume is intended primarily for persons interested or actively engaged in research in the agricultural plant

sciences

Participating in Development 2019-11-27 first published in 1981 wheat science today and tomorrow was intended to survey the past assess contemporary circumstances in the early 1980s and project the future course of wheat

improvement in the last part of the twentieth century the book was based on papers presented as a symposium in honour of sir otto frankel s 80th birthday

Beta maritima 1968 an increasing variety of biological problems involving resource management conservation and environmental quality have been dealt with using the principles of population biology defined to include

population dynamics genetics and certain aspects of community ecology there appears to be a mixed record of successes and failures and almost no critical synthesis or reviews that have attempted to discuss the reasons and

ways in which population biology with its remarkable theoretical as well as experimental advances could find more useful application in agriculture forestry fishery medicine and resource and environmental management this book

provides examples of state of the art applications by a distinguished group of researchers in several fields the diversity of topics richly illustrates the scientific and economic breadth of their discussions as well as epistemological

and comparative analyses by the authors and editors several principles and common themes are emphasized and both strengths and potential sources of uncertainty in applications are discussed this volume will hopefully

stimulate new interdisciplinary avenues of problem solving research

Advances in Genetics 2014 learn how to best improve yield in cereal plants even in dry conditions the impact of drought on crop production can be economically devastating drought adaptation in cereals provides a

comprehensive review of the latest research on the tolerance of cereal crops to water limited conditions renowned experts extensively describe basic concepts and cutting edge research results to clearly reveal all facets of

drought adaptation in cereals more than simply a fine reference for plant biology and plant improvement under water limited conditions this book spotlights the most relevant biological approaches from plant phenotyping to

functional genomics the need to understand plant response to the lack of water is integral to forming strategies to best manage crops drought adaptation in cereals starts by offering an overview of the biological basis and
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defines the adaptive mechanisms found in plants under water limited conditions different approaches are presented to provide understanding of plant genetics basics and plant breeding including phenotyping physiology and

biotechnology the book details drought adaptation mechanisms at the cellular organ and entire plant levels focusing on plant metabolism and gene functions this resource is extensively referenced and contains tables charts and

figures to clearly present data and enhance understanding after a foreword by j o toole and a prologue by a blum drought adaptation in cereals presents a full spectrum of informative topics from other internationally respected

scientists these include drought s economic impact p heisey genotype by environment interactions m cooper secondary traits for drought adaptation p monneveux leaf growth f tardieu carbon isotope discrimination t condon

drought adaptation in barley m sorrells maize m sawkins rice r lafitte sorghum a borrell and wheat m reynolds carbohydrate metabolism a tiessen the role of abscisic acid t setter protection mechanisms and stress proteins l

mtwisha genetic basis of ion homeostasis and water deficit h bohnert transcriptional factors k yamaguchi shinozaki resurrection plants d bartels drought adaptation in cereals is a unique vital reference for scientists educators and

students in plant biology agronomy and natural resources management

Food security and climate change in dry areas: Proceedings of the International conference on Food Security and Climate Change in Dry Areas Amman, Jordan 1-4 Feb 2010. 2007-02-28 isozymes iv genetics and evolution

contains manuscripts presented at the third international conference on isozymes convened in april 1974 at yale university separating 58 manuscripts into chapters this book begins by elucidating the usefulness of isozymes as

effective markers in studies of various aspects of genetics and evolution specific discussions are given to isozymes in evolutionary systematics and isozyme polymorphism maintenance mechanisms viewed from the standpoint of

population genetics this book explains multiple allelism and isozyme diversity in human populations it also addresses the usefulness of isozyme variants as markers of population movement in man and plant population genetics

Balancing on a Planet 1978 research data is expensive and precious yet it is seldom fully utilized due to our ability of comprehension graphical display is desirable if not absolutely necessary for fully understanding large data

sets with complex interconnectedness and interactions the newly developed gge biplot methodology is a superior approach to the graphical analys

Plant Biotechnology in Ornamental Horticulture 2010-01-01 the world relies on very few crop and animal species for agriculture and to supply its food needs in recent decades there has been increased appreciation of the risk

this implies for food security and quality especially in times of environmental change as a result agricultural biodiversity has moved to the top of research and policy agendas this handbook presents a comprehensive overview of

our current knowledge of agricultural biodiversity in a series of specially commissioned chapters it draws on multiple disciplines including plant and animal genetics ecology crop and animal science food studies and nutrition as

well as social science subjects which explore the socio economic cultural institutional legal and policy aspects of agricultural biodiversity it focuses not only on the core requirements to deliver a sustainable agriculture and food

supply but also highlights the additional ecosystem services provided by a diverse and resilient agricultural landscape and farming practices the book provides an indispensable reference textbook for a wide range of courses in

agriculture ecology biodiversity conservation and environmental studies
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